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It is shown that certain sequences of Hankel matrices of finite rank obtained
from a given sequence of complex numbers and powers of companion matrices are
closely related. This relation is established by investigating the algebraic properties
of combinations of polynomial multiples of powers of complex numbers. Among
many applications, these properties are used to construct polynomials with zeros
being a function of the zeros of given polynomials. For example, Hankel matrices
of finite rank are used to develop a method for computing the least common
multiple of a finite number of polynomials without factoring them, or computing a
polynomial whose zeros are the product of the zeros of two polynomials. A method
for computing a factor of the characteristic polynomial of a given matrix is also
presented and is established by forming certain types of Hankel matrices whose
entries are generated from linear combinations of powers of zeros of its character-
istic polynomial. Applications of these ideas to signal processing and computational
linear algebra are also given. Q 1997 Academic Press
I. INTRODUCTION
Hankel matrices arise naturally in a wide range of applications in
science, engineering, and other related areas such as signal processing and
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w xin the literature and several papers and books 1, 3]7 have been published
on the properties and solutions of Hankel systems of equations and their
w xapplications to polynomials. For example, the so-called qd algorithm 6, 7
for solving polynomial equations applies ratios of Hankel determinants. In
w x1 block Hankel matrices were applied to derive explicit formulas for all
regular matrix polynomials with a prescribed zero structure in the finite
complex plane. Additionally, Hankel matrices are essential in the analysis
of some control theory problems, where Hankel-norm reduction tech-
` w xniques are used in H -optimization and robust stabilization problems 13 .
For a survey of some of these methods and general properties of Hankel
w xmatrices and polynomials, the reader is referred to 6, 7 and the refer-
ences therein.
 . m my1Let p z s z q a z q ??? qa be a polynomial of degree m ) 0my 1 0
with coefficients in C , the field of complex numbers. From the Fundamen-
tal Theorem of Algebra, every polynomial of positive degree m has m
zeros over C , counting multiplicities. One of the main objectives of this
paper is to investigate the zeros and factors of a given polynomial by
applying the theory of Hankel matrices of finite rank. This is established
by generating a sequence of complex numbers whose elements are the
 .combination of powers of the zeros of p z . Such sequences can be
 .generated using powers of companion matrices of p z or by other
methods such as the division algorithm. These quantities are arranged into
a Hankel matrix which turns out to have a close relation with the powers
 .of a companion matrix of p z . Conversely, given a sequence whose
elements are assumed to be the combination of powers of a finite set S of
complex numbers, a method for recovering a polynomial whose zeros are
 4mcontained in S is developed. Specifically, assume that z are the zerosj js1
 .  4m  . m  .k jof p z with multiplicities k such that p z s  z y z then aj js1 js1 j
m  . n  .sequence U s  d n z , where d n is a polynomial of degree k y 1,n is1 i i j j
can be generated by various methods such as Newton identities or the
division algorithm for polynomials. Perhaps a more convenient method for
 .generating U is by using the powers of a companion matrix of p z . If Cn m
 .  n . m nis a companion matrix of p z then trace C s  z . Thus, one canm is1 i
 n . m  .for example employ U s trace C to determine the factor  z y zn m js1 j
 .of p z , which reduces to computing the characteristic polynomial when
all zeros are simple. Similarly, if A is an l = l matrix, then from the
w x nJordan decomposition Theorem 2 each element of A is a combination
of powers of the eigenvalues of A. Therefore, for each 1 F i, j F l the
sequence U s eTAne , where the vector e will be used to denote a vectorn i j i
with all entries zeros except one in the ith position, leads to the computa-
tion of a factor of the characteristic polynomial of A. These ideas and
their applications are explored in Sections IV and V.
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 .Throughout this work, the notation V z , . . . , z will denote a Vander-1 k
monde matrix of dimension k, where
ky1 ky2z z ??? z 11 1 1
ky1 ky2z z ??? z 12 2 2
ky1 ky2z z ??? z 1V z , . . . , z s , 1.1 .  .3 3 31 k
. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .
ky1 ky2z z ??? z 1k k k
< < .and V z , . . . , z is its determinant which is called the Vandermondian1 k
 .  4`of the z and is equal to p z y z . Given a sequence U ofi i- j i j n ns0
 4complex numbers, then a Hankel matrix of order s for the sequence U isn
defined as
U U ??? Un nq1 nqsy1
n. U U ??? UH s . 1.2 .nq1 nq2 nqss . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
U U ??? Unqsy1 nqs nq2 sy2
w xThe reader can consult 3, 5]7 for more information concerning these
matrices, their determinants, and Jacobi's identities.
All polynomials considered in this work are monic with nonzero con-
  ..stant term unless otherwise stated. The notation deg p z will refer to the
 .  j. .degree of the polynomial p z , f z will refer to the jth derivative of
 .  .f z . For a square matrix A, tr A will denote the trace of A. In the
 .  .sequel, in which it appears, the notation p z N q z will mean that the
 .  .   .  ..polynomial p z is a factor of the polynomial q z , and lcm p z , q z
stands for the least common multiple of p and q.
In this paper, we start with the algebraic properties of finite linear
combination of powers of complex numbers. These linear combinations
are arranged into a sequence of Hankel matrices of finite rank which is
defined next.
 n.4DEFINITION. A family of Hankel matrices H defined for thes n, s
 4`sequence U is of finite rank if there exists an integer l G 0 such thatn ns0
H n. is singular for all s ) l and for all n G 0.s
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section II sets up the
necessary mathematical background for this work where the main results
concerning the algebraic properties of combinations of powers of complex
numbers are given. The relation between Hankel matrices of finite rank
and powers of companion matrices with its applications to polynomials are
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presented in Section III. In Sections IV and V, applications of Hankel
matrices in signal processing and to computing a factor of the characteris-
tic polynomials of matrices are given.
II. ALGEBRAIC PROPERTIES OF POLYNOMIAL
COMBINATIONS OF POWERS OF
COMPLEX NUMBERS
 4m   .4mLet z be a set of nonzero complex numbers and d n be a seti is1 j js1
of polynomials which are not identically zero. We will refer to the quantity
m  . nU s  d n z as a polynomial combination of nth power of the z 's.n js1 j j i
The main purpose here is to develop the theoretical background for the
derivation of numerical schemes for the computation of the polynomial
 . m  .k jq1  .p z s  z y z , where k is the degree of d n , using the se-js1 j j j
quence U which is in general a symmetric function of the z 's. This idea isn i
then applied to construct polynomials whose zeros are functions of zeros
of two given polynomials. To accomplish these goals we state and prove
the following lemmas.
 .LEMMA 1. Let p n be a polynomial of degree r. For each integer k G 0
let
k
i kP n s y1 p n q k y i . 2.1 .  .  .  .k  /i
is0
 .Then P n is a polynomial of order r y k for 0 F k F r and zero for k ) r.k
j j .  .  .Moreo¨er, p n q j s  P n .is0 ii
 .  .  .Proof. From the relation 2.1 it follows that P n q 1 y P n sk k
k j k k k .  .  .4  .  . y1 q p n q k y j . With the understanding that s 0j j y 1js0 r
k k k q 1 .  .  .  . for r - 0 and since q s , it follows that P n s P n qj j y 1 j kq1 k
.  . 1 y P n . Hence deg P - deg P . From the observation that deg pk kq1 k
 .  ..n q 1 y p n s r y 1, it follows that deg P s deg P y 1. Hencekq1 k
deg P s r y k. In particular P ' 0 for k ) r. To show the second con-k k
clusion, we have
j j ij j r iP n s y1 p n q i y r .  .  .  i  / /  / ri iis0 is0 rs0
j
j j k q 1s p n q k y .   / /  / kk k q 1ks0
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j jk q 2q q ??? " 5 / /  /kk q 2 k
j
js p n q k .  /kks0
=
j y k j y k y 1 .  .
1 y j y k q q ??? " 1 . 52
jy1
j jyk 4s p n q j q p n q k 1 y 1 s p n q j . .  .  .  /kks0
Q.E.D.
 .  .LEMMA 2. Let p n be a polynomial of degree s and P n be as definedk
 .  . r ry1in 2.1 . Let f z s c z q c z q ??? qc , then0 1 r
r r kz
j k .p n q j c z s P n f z . 2.2 .  .  .  . ry j kk!js0 ks0
j j .  .  .Proof. From Lemma 1, we have p n q j s  P n . Thus,is0 ii
jr r jj jp n q j c z s P n c z .  .  ry j k ryj /kjs0 js0 ks0
r r jk jyks z P n c z . k ryj  /kks0 jsk
r k rz j jyks P n c k! z . k ryj  /kk!ks0 jsk
r kz
k .s P n f z . 2.3 .  .  . kk!ks0
 .The last equality in Eq. 2.3 follows from the observation that the kth
k . r j jyk .  .derivative f z s  c k! z . Q.E.D.jsk ryj k
LEMMA 3. Let z , z , . . . , z be a set of distinct nonzero complex numbers1 2 m
 .  .and let d n , . . . , d n be a set of polynomials of degrees k , . . . , k ,1 m 1 m
respecti¨ ely, with k G 0. For each positi¨ e integer n, define U si n
m  . n  . s sy1 d n z . Let f z s e z q e z q ??? qe where s is a positi¨ ejs1 j j 0 1 s
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k j k .  .  .  .integer. Let P n s  y1 d n q k y j , thenjk , i js0 i
s m s kzi k . nU e s P n f z z 2.4 .  .  .  nqk syk k , i i ik!ks0 is1 ks0
holds for n s 1, 2, ??? . Therefore if for each 1 F r F m and 0 F l F k , withr
r  4 pp s l q  k the constants c are defined byis1 i i is1
py1
l k q1 p py1ih z s z y z z y z s z q c z q ??? qc , .  .  .r i 1 p
is1
then the relation
py1 p kzr k . nU c q U s P n h z z .  . nqk pyk nqp k , r r rk!ks0 ksl
m r kzi k . nq P n h z z 2.5 .  .  .  k , i i ik!isrq1 ks0
holds for each positi¨ e integer n.
 .Proof. Equation 2.4 follows from the observation that
s s m
nqkU e s e d n q k z .  nqk syk syk i i
ks0 ks0 is1
m s m s kzin k n k .s z d n q k z e s z P n f z .  .  .   i i i syk i k , i ik!is1 ks0 is1 ks0
m s kzi k . ns P n f z z . 2.6 .  .  .  k , i i ik!is1 ks0
 .  .  i. .This concludes the derivation of 2.4 . To prove 2.5 , we have h z s 0r
 j. .for i s 1, . . . , l y 1 and h z s 0 for j s 1, . . . , k y 1 and i s 1, . . . ,i j
 .  .r y 1. Hence, Eq. 2.4 simplifies to Eq. 2.5 . Q.E.D.
In the next lemma the determinant of H n. is computed in the casem
 .where all the polynomials d n are nonzero constants, i.e., k s 0 fori j
j s 1, . . . , m.
LEMMA 4. Let z , z , . . . , z be a set of distinct nonzero complex numbers1 2 m
 4mand let d be a set of nonzero complex numbers, respecti¨ ely. For eachi is1
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positi¨ e integer n, define U s m d z n, thenn js1 j j
< n. < n n < < 2H s d ??? d z ??? z V z , . . . , z . 2.7 .  .m 1 m 1 m 1 m
< n. <Additionally, H s 0 for r ) m.r
Proof. The identity
n n n my1z z ??? z d d z ??? d z1 2 m 1 1 1 1 1
nq1 nq1 nq1 my1n. z z ??? z d d z ??? d zH s 1 2 m 2 2 2 2 2m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
nqmy1 nqmy1 nqmy1 my1z z ??? z d d z ??? d z1 2 m m m m m m
yields that
n n n my1z z ??? z d d z ??? d z1 2 m 1 1 1 1 1
nq1 nq1 nq1 my1n. z z ??? z d d z ??? d z< <H s 1 2 m 2 2 2 2 2m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
nqmy1 nqmy1 nqmy1 my1z z ??? z d d z ??? d z1 2 m m m m m m
n n < < 2s d ??? d z ??? z V z , . . . , z . .1 m 1 m 1 m
Q.E.D.
m  . nTo generalize Lemma 4 to the case in which U s  d n z , wheren js1 j j
 .some or all of the d n 's are polynomials of positive degrees, we need thej
following results.
 . n  . ky1 .LEMMA 5. Let U s p n z , where p n s  n y j is a polynomialn js0
of degree k. Let
njk k y1 z q k y j e .  . . /jjs0
U e s . .n ke
 . kThen U s lim U e z .n e ª 0 n
ky1 j k n .  .  .  . .Proof. Let f z, e s  y1 z q k y j e , thenjj s0
j jy1 k­ i jkny jf z , 0 s n y l z y1 k y i . .  .  .  . j  /i­e ls0 is0
k i k j .  . .It can easily be seen that  y1 k y i s k! for j s k and 0is0 i
 j j.  .  k k .  .for j - k. Thus ­ r­e f z, 0 s 0 for j - k, and ­ r­e f z, 0 s
ky1 . nykp n y l k!z . The conclusion follows from l'Hospital's rule. Q.E.D.ls0
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 . iy1 .  .LEMMA 6. Let p n s  n y j for 1 F i F k with p n s 1. Theni js0 0
 .a polynomial p n of degree k can be written as a linear combination of the
  .4 k  . k  .polynomials p n . Specifically, p n s  a p n , where a si is0 js0 j j j
j i j k .  .  .   .4 y1 p j y i rj!. Hence there exist functions of e , b e , suchis0 kyj js0i
that
nk j b e z q k y j e z .  . .js0 kyj
U e s , 2.8 .  .n ke
n j k r r r .  .  .  . .with lim U e s p n z , where b s y1  a z re .je ª 0 n kyj rsj r
  .4kProof. The set of polynomials p n is linearly independent. Thus,i is0
the first conclusion follows directly by solving a set of linear equations
i
p i s a p i for i s 0, 1, . . . , k . .  . j j
js0
The rest of the conclusion follows from Lemma 5. Q.E.D.
THEOREM 7. Let z , z , . . . , z be a set of distinct nonzero complex1 2 m
m  . n  .numbers. Let U s  d n z , where each of the d n 's is a polynomial ofn is0 i i i
degree k . Let l s m q m k , then for each positi¨ e integer n, the Hankeli is1 i
martrix H n. is nonsingular andl
m
 . .2 k q1 k q1n. k q1.n i ji< <H s E z z y z , 2.9 .  . l i i j
is1 i/j
where
kjm m mk 2jk q1 k k y1.j j j < <E s " a z V 0, 1, . . . , k , .   k j j ij  /ijs1 js1 is0 is1
i r i n. .  .  . < <with a s  y1 d i y r ri!. Additionally, H s 0 for r ) l.i j rs0 j rr
Proof. Let a be defined asi j
i
r ia s y1 d i y r ri!, .  .i j j /r
rs0
 . k  .  .then d n s  a p n , where the p n 's are defined in Lemma 6.j is0 i j i i
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Defining
k ijm ia z ni j j k iU e s y1 z q i y k e , 2.10 .  .  .  . .  n ji  / 5kejs1 is0 ks0
and applying Lemma 5 yield
k ij ia z ni j j k i nlim y1 z q i y k e s d n z . .  .  . .  j j ji  / 5keeª0 is0 ks0
 .Combining like terms in the left hand side of 2.10 yields
kjm b e . ni j
U e s z q ie , .  . n jk jejs1 is0
where
kj
sy i s s k ysjb e s y1 a z e . .  .i j s , j j /s y i
ssi
 .For sufficiently small e ) 0, the quantity U e is a linear combination ofn
nth powers of distinct nonzero complex numbers. Thus, Lemma 4 may be
applied to obtain
k mi b e . ni jn. 2< <H s z q ie V , . l jk jeis0 js1
where
2 2 2V sV z , z q e , . . . , z q k e ??? V z , z q e , . . . , z q k e A e .  .  .1 1 1 1 m m m m
with
2
A e s z y z q r y l e . .  . .  i j
i/j 0FlFk i
0FrFk j
< < 2 . < < 2 . k ik iq1 .Therefore, since V z , z q e , . . . , z q k e s V 0, 1, . . . , k e ,i i i i i
it follows that
k m mi
n 2n.< < < <H e s b e z q ie V 0, 1, . . . , k A e . .  .  . .  .  l i j j j
is0 js1 js1
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kk yi kjj j .  .  .Since lim b e s y1 a z , the above equation becomesk y ie ª 0 i j k j jj j
m
m k k q1.r2.n. k q1.njs 1 j j j< <H s y1 z . l j /js1
=
k m mi k j k q1ja   k jj /k y i / /jis0 js1 js1
=
m m
k k q1. 2j jz V 0, 1, . . . , k A 0 , . . j j /js1 js1
where
 . .2 k q1 k q1i jA 0 s lim A e s z y z . .  .  . i j
eª0 i/j
To show that H n. is singular for r ) l, we first show that H n. isr lq1
 .  . m  .k i l ly1singular. If in Eq. 2.4 , we set f z s  z y z s z q c zis1 i 1
q ??? qc , then the equationl
ly1
U c q U s 0 nqk lyk nql
ks0
holds for each positive integer n. Thus the matrix H n. is singular sincelq1
 .Tc , c , . . . , c , 1 is a zero eigenvector of this matrix. By consideringl ly1 1
 . ry l  . r ry1polynomials of degrees r ) l of the form f z s z p z s z q c z1
q ??? qc z ry l, it can readily be shown that H n. is singular since thel r
 .Tr-dimensional vector 0, . . . , 0, c , c , . . . , c , 1 is a zero eigenvector ofl ly1 1
H n.. In fact, it can easily be seen that the following r y l vectors,r
 .T  .T0, . . . , 0, c , c , . . . , c , 1 , 0, . . . , 0, c , c , . . . , c , 1, 0 , . . . ,l ly1 1 l ly1 1
 .T r n.c , c , . . . , c , 1, 0, . . . , 0 g C span the null space of H . Q.E.D.l ly1 1 r
It should be noted that since the determinant in the last lemma is equal
 k1q1 k mq1 .nto "B z ??? z for some constant B, it follows that1 m
< nq1. <Hl k q1 k q11 ms z ??? z s "c , 2.11 .1 m ln.< <Hl
 . m  .k iq1where c is the constant term of the polynomial p z s  z y z .l is1 i
w xThis result is shown in 6 for the case of simple zeros. An analogous result
w x  < nq1. < < n. <.was proved in 3 , where it is shown that lim H r H s "cnª` r r r
< < < < < < < <provided that z G ??? G z ) z G ??? G z .1 r rq1 m
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The results of Lemma 3 and Theorem 7 can be applied to generalize
 .  4m2.11 . Specifically, we will recover a polynomial whose zeros are zj js1
m  . nfrom a given sequence U s  d n z as shown in the next section.n js1 j j
III. A SEQUENCE OF HANKEL MATRICES OF
FINITE RANK
In this section the relation between Hankel matrices of finite rank and
companion matrices is investigated.
 4mTHEOREM 8. Let z be a set of nonzero complex numbers and letj js1
m  . n  .U s  d n z , where d n is a nontri¨ ial polynomial of degree k . Letn js1 j j j j
l s m q m k , then for all s G l, the matrixis1 i
U U ??? Un nq1 nqsy1
n. U U ??? UH s nq1 nq2 nqss . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
U U ??? Unqsy1 nqs nq2 sy2
is of rank l and
Uy1 cnq l lU U ??? Un nq1 nqly1 U cnq lq1 ly1U U ??? U s y , 3.1 .nq1 nq2 nql . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .U U ??? Unq ly1 nql nq2 ly2 cU 1nq2 ly1
m  .k iq1 l ly1where  z y z s z q c z q ??? qc is a polynomial with zerosis1 i 1 l
 4m  4m n.z of multiplicities k q 1 , respecti¨ ely. Con¨ersely, if H is aj js1 j js1 r
Hankel matrix such that H n. is nonsingular and H n. is singular for eachl lq1
 4`positi¨ e integer n, then there exists a sequence U of complex numbersn ns1
m  . n   .4msuch that U s  d n z for some polynomials d n .n js1 j j j js1
< n. <Proof. Applying Theorem 7, H is nonsingular for every positivel
integer n. The singularity of H n. for s ) l yields that H n. is of rank l.s s
The conclusion follows from the following equations which arise from
 . m  .k iq1Lemma 3 by setting f z s  z y z , in which caseis1 i
ly1
U c q U s 0 3.2 . nqky1 lykq1 nql
ks1
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holds for each positive integer n. These can be arranged into the system
Uc nq llU U ??? Un nq1 nqly1 Uc nq lq1ly1U U ??? U s y ,nq1 nq2 nql ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..U U ??? Unq ly1 nql nq2 ly2 c U1 nq2 ly1
n.  .which by virtue of the invertibility of H yields 3.1 . Conversely, assumel
that H n. is singular for each positive integer n, then U slq1 nql
yl c U . It is known from the theory of linear differenceis1 lyiq1 nqiy1
m  . nequations with constant coefficients that U s  d n z , where z 's aren js1 j j i
l ly1  .the zeros of the characteristic polynomial z q c z q ??? qc of 3.21 l
 .and each d n is a polynomial of degree at most k . Q.E.D.j j
 n.4y1 nq1.From Theorem 8 it follows that H H s C , where C is al l l l
 . l ly1companion matrix for p z s z q c z q ??? qc which is defined as1 l
0 0 0 ??? 0 ycl
1 0 0 ??? 0 ycly1
0 1 0 ??? 0 ycly2
C s . 3.3 .. . . . . .l . . . . . .. . . . . .
0 0 0 ??? 0 yc2
0 0 0 ??? 1 yc1
n. nq1. n.4y1 TSince H is symmetric the relation H H s C also holds. Thisl l l l
proves the following theorem.
THEOREM 9. Let H n. be a sequence of Hankel matrices of finite rankr
and let l be the largest integer for which H n. is nonsingular for each n G 1.l
 .Let C be as in 3.3 , thenl
 . n. 0. ni H s H C .l l l
 . n. Tn 0.ii H s C H .l l l
 . nq1. T n. n.iii H s C H s H C .l l l l l
 . < nq1. n. < ry l  .iv For r G l, H y zH s 0 iff z p z s 0 for each n ) 1.r r
 .  n.4y1 nqs. sv For l G 0, H H s C .l l l
w xA stronger result was proved in 3 for the case r - l, where it is shown
n.y1 nqs. s < < < < < <that lim H H s C provided that z G z G ??? G z )nª` r r r 1 2 r
< < < <z G ??? G z . The next theorem provides a numerical method forrq1 m
computing the least common multiple of two polynomials.
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 .  .THEOREM 10. Let p z and p z be polynomials of degrees m , m ,1 2 1 2
 4m1  4m2  .with zeros z and w , respecti¨ ely. Let p z be the least commonj js1 j js1
 .  . m  . nmultiple of p z and p z . Define U s  d n z and U s1 2 n1 js1 j1 j n2
m2  . n d n w where d and d are polynomials of degrees k and k ,js1 j2 j j1 j2 j1 j2
 4respecti¨ ely. Let S s j : z s w and assume without loss of generality thatj j
 4  4S s 1, . . . , s . Define U s a U q a U , and let K s  max k , kn 1 n1 2 n2 jg S j1 j2
 . 2q  k q  k . Then for each a , a g C such thatj f S j1 j f S j2 1 2
  .  ..  4deg a d n q a d n s max k , k for j g S, the Hankel matrix1 j1 2 j2 j1 j2
U U ??? Un nq1 nqKy1
n. U U ??? UH s nq1 nq2 nqKK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
U U ??? UnqKy1 nqK nq2 Ky2
is of rank K and
y1 UnqK cKU U ??? Un nq1 nqKy1
U cnqKq1 Ky1U U ??? U s y , 3.4 .nq1 nq2 nqK . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
U U ??? UnqKy1 nqK nq2 Ky2 c1Unq2 Ky1
 . K Ky1where p z s z q c z q ??? qc .1 K
 .  .  .  .Proof. Let d n s a d n q a d n for i g S, and let a , a gi 1 i1 2 i2 1 2
2 s n  ..  4  .C be such that deg d n s max k , k , then U s  d n z qi i1 i2 n js1 j j
n n .  . d n z q  d n w . Since U is a linear combination of pow-jf S j1 j jf S j2 j n
ers of K distinct complex numbers, Theorem 8 guarantees that
p z s z K q c z Ky1 q ??? qc . 1 K
 4 k kmax k , k i1 i2i1 i2s z y z z y z z y w .  .  .  i i i
igS ifS ifS
 .  .which is the least common multiple of p z and p z . Q.E.D.1 2
Having stated and proved the above results, several comments are in
order.
 .a It is possible to generalize the last result to the case in which
  ..  4deg d n - max k , k . In this case K is defined as K s  k qi i1 i2 ig S i12
  .. k q  k , where k s deg d n , so that for each a / 0 andjf S j1 jf S j2 i12 i 1
a / 0, the resulted polynomial is given by2
k k ki12 j1 j2p z s z y z z y z z y w . .  .  .  .  i j j
igS jfS jfS
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 .In this case, the polynomial p z is only a factor of the least common
 .  .multiple of p z and p z .1 2
 .   .  ..  .  .  .b In Theorem 10, if gcd p z , p z s 1, then p z s p z p z1 2 1 2
provided that a / 0 and a / 0.1 2
 .c In Theorem 8, if we replace the sequence U by its complexn
m k q1i .conjugate, then the resulting polynomial is  z y z , where z isis1 i
the complex conjugate of z.
 .  .d The system 3.1 is generally ill-conditioned for large n, thus
numerically efficient methods should be employed for solving it. In recent
 2 .years, several algorithms have been reported that require O m log m
arithmetic operations for solving an mth order Hankel system of equations
w x4 . Thus it is possible to solve the systems arising from applying Theorem
8 or 10 efficiently using these algorithms.
In the next result we construct a polynomial whose zeros are the product
of the zeros of two given polynomials.
m1  . nCOROLLARY 11. Let m , m G 1 and let U s  d n z and U s1 2 n1 js1 j1 j n2
m2  . n d n w , where d and d are polynomials of degrees k and k ,js1 j2 i j1 j2 j, 1 j2
m1 m2  .respecti¨ ely. Let U s U U and let s s m m q   k q k .n n1 n2 1 2 is1 js1 i1 j2
Then
U U ??? Un nq1 nqsy1
U U ??? Unq1 nq2 nqs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
U U ??? Unqsy1 nqs nq2 sy2
is of rank s and
y1 Unqs csU U ??? Un nq1 nqsy1
U cnqsq1 sy1U U ??? U s y , 3.5 .nq1 nq2 nqs . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
U U ??? Unqsy1 nqs nq2 sy2 c1Unq2 sy1
m2 m1  .k i1qk j2q1 s sy1where   z y z w s z q c z q ??? qc .is1 js1 i j 1 s
m m n1 2  . .  .Proof. Clearly, U s U U s   d n z w where d n sn n1 n2 is1 js1 i j i j i j
 .  .  .d n d n is a polynomial of degree k q k . Thus 3.5 is a directi1 j2 i1 j2
application of Theorem 8. Q.E.D.
The next corollary shows that multiplying U by a polynomial of degreen
 .r amounts to an increase of r in the multiplicity of each zero of p z .
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m  . n  .COROLLARY 12. Let U s  d n z , where each d n is a polyno-n is1 i i i
 .mial of degree k . Define U s q n U , where q is a polynomial of degree r,i n n
 . mand let s s m r q 1 q  k , thenis1 i
U U ??? Un nq1 nqsy1
U U ??? Unq1 nq2 nqs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
U U ??? Unqsy1 nqs nq2 sy2
is of rank s and
y1 Unqs csU U ??? Un nq1 nqsy1
U cnqsq1 sy1U U ??? U s y , 3.6 .nq1 nq2 nqs . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
U U ??? Unqsy1 nqs nq2 sy2 c1Unq2 sy1
m  .k iqrq1 s sy1where  z y z s z q c z q ??? qc .is1 i 1 s
 .  .Proof. For each 1 F i F m, the polynomial q n d n is of degreei
r q k . The conclusion is a direct result of Theorem 8. Q.E.D.i
The next result shows the effect of scaling the z 's and how to produce ai
polynomial whose zeros are the r th power of the zeros of a given
polynomial.
m  . n  .COROLLARY 13. Let U s  d n z where each d n is a polyno-n iq1 i i i
 4 rmial of degree k . Let a be a set of nonzero distinct complex numbersi i is1
and define
r
nU s a U .n i n 5
is1
 m .Let s s r m q  k , then the matrixjs1 j
U U ??? Un nq1 nqsy1
U U ??? Unq1 nq2 nqs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
U U ??? Unqsy1 nqs nq2 sy2
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is of rank s and
y1 Unqs csU U ??? Un nq1 nqsy1
U cnqsq1 sy1U U ??? U s - , 3.7 .nq1 nq2 nqs . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
U U ??? Unqsy1 nqs nq2 sy2 c1Unq2 sy1
where
r m
k q1 s sy1ip z s z y a z s z q c z q ??? qc . .  .  j i 1 s
js1 is1
 r .Particularly, if a , . . . , a are the rth roots of unity i.e., a s 1 , then1 r
 . m  r r .k iq1p z s  z y z .is1 i
r m n . .Proof. This follows from the fact that U s   d n a z andn js1 is1 i j i
Theorem 8. Q.E.D.
 . m An alternative approach for computing the polynomial q w s  wis1
r k q1i.y z applying the above corollary is by utilizing the sequence U s U .i n r n
The next result provides a method of generating a polynomial whose
zeros are a distinct multiple of r zeros of a given polynomial.
 .  4mCOROLLARY 14. Let p z be a polynomial with simple zeros z . Letj js1
m n. . < <1 F r F m and define s s , and let U s H . Then the matrixn rr
U U ??? Un nq1 nqsy1
U U ??? Unq1 nq2 nqsq1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
U U ??? Unqsy1 nqs nq2 sy2
is of rank s and
Uy1 cnqs sU U ??? Un nq1 nqsy1 U cnqsq1 sy1U U ??? U s y , 3.8 .nq1 nq2 nqsq1 . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .U U ??? Unqsy1 nqs nq2 sys cU 1nq2 s
 . s sy1 mmwhere  z y z z ??? z s z q c z q ??? qc and  is i ? ? ? i .g i i i 1 s r1 r r 1 2 r
the set of all distinct combinations of choosing r objects out of m objects.
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Proof. It can be shown that
n 22n.< < < <H s d ??? d z ??? z V z , . . . , z , .  .r i i i i i i1 r 1 r 1 r
m .i ??? i g1 r r
where m is as defined above. Thus the conclusion is the direct result ofr
Theorem 8. Q.E.D.
The results of Corollaries 11, 12, 13, and 14 resolve in a rather elegant
manner the problem of recovering the polynomial whose zeros are certain
functions of the zeros of a finite number of polynomials. The only problem
 .  .  .is how to compute quantities like those of 3.1 and 3.4 ] 3.8 . Numeri-
w xcally efficient methods for solving Hankel systems can be found in 4 . As
w xshown in 3 a recursive method for inverting Hankel systems efficiently
can be described as follows. Suppose that r F l and H n. is nonsingularr
and let
Un U ??? Unq1 nqry1Unq1n. n. U ??? Ux s , X s ,nq2 nqr.1 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... U ??? Unq ry1 nq2 ry1Unq ry1
and
Unq r
Unq rq1n.x s ,.3 ..
Unq2 r
n. w n. n.x nq1. w n. n.xso that H s x X and H s X x . Assume thatr 1 2 r 2 3
Tn.ay1 1n.H s , 4r n.A2
then
Tn. n. n.A x a2 3 1n.A y T2 n. n.x ay1 y1 3 1nq1. n. n.H s X x s . 4r 2 3 n.a1
Tn. n.x a3 1
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 .T n.It can be shown that lim x n a s c s z z ??? z / 0, i.e., thenª` 3 1 r 1 2 r
inverse above is well defined for sufficiently large n. Thus an updating
 n.4equation for the inverse of H can be applied to develop a recursiver
 .solution of system 3.1 and the like.
IV. APPLICATIONS TO SIGNAL PROCESSING
The sinusoidal frequency estimation problem is of interest in signal
processing since it has many applications in radar, sonar, seismic, and
biomedical technology. Several approaches have been developed over the
years and among the well-known approaches to this problem are Prony's
w xmethod and the maximum likelihood method 9, 10 . These methods
normally convert the non-linear problem of estimating the frequencies into
a simpler problem of estimating the parameters of a linear model. Then,
the desired information can be extracted from the estimated model param-
eters. The reliability of the first step depends on the accuracy of the
estimation procedure and that of the second depends on the sensitivity of
the frequencies to the model parameters. Prony's method and its variants
are based on the assumption that a pure sum of sinusoids fits an autore-
 .gressive AR model whose parameters can exactly be determined from a
finite number of data. In the presence of measurement noise, however, the
accuracy of Prony-type methods deteriorates rapidly. To overcome this
sensitivity problem many alternative schemes were proposed such as the
eigenvalue and singular value-based methods. These also include the Tufts
w xand Kumaresan method 10 which performs well for moderate signal to
 .noise ratio SNR . In most of these methods, the autocorrelation matrix of
the data is computed and the number of sources is determined from the
number of significant eigenvalues. The eigenvectors corresponding to the
most significant eigenvalues form a basis of the signal subspace. Then the
eigenvectors corresponding to the minimal eigenvalues are chosen as a
basis of the noise subspace. The frequencies are then determined using
w xeither the signal or noise subspaces. The MUSIC method 8 is a proce-
dure which utilizes the noise subspace eigenvectors.
In this section, we apply the results of Section III to obtain frequency
estimators. In the frequency estimation problem the signal has the model
m
yj 2p kD iy k s d e q ¨ k , 4.1 .  .  . i
is1
 .where ¨ k is assumed to be a sequence of independent and identically
2  .distributed random variables with zero mean and variance s , i.e., ¨ k is¨
 .  .white noise. It is also assumed that x k and ¨ n are uncorrelated for all
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k and n. The problem is to estimate the frequencies D from a sample ofi
  .  .4  .N data points y 1 , . . . , y N . The correlation sequence r n is definedy
 .   .  .4as r n s E y k y* k q n , where E is the expectation operator and ) isy
 .  .  .  .the complex conjugate operator. Let y k s x k q ¨ k , where x k s
m y2p jkD i  .  . d e and x k and ¨ k are independent. It can be shown thatis1 i
m
U y2p jnD ir n s d d e 4.2 .  .x i i
is1
 .  .  .  .and r n s r n q r n . In what follows, the matrix H n will denote ay x ¨ x
 .Hankel matrix formed from the correlations r n so thaty
H n .x
U U Um y2p jnD m y2p jnq1.D m y2p jnq ly1.Di i i d d e  d d e ???  d d eis1 i i is1 i i is1 i i
U U Um y2p jnq1.D m y2p jnq2.D m y2p jnq l .Di i i d d e  d d e ???  d d eis1 i i is1 i i is1 i i
s .. . . .. . . .. . . .
U U Um y2p jnq ly1.D m y2p jnq l .D m y2p jnq2 ly1.Di i i d d e  d d e ???  d d eis1 i i is1 i i is1 i i
4.3 .
 .The following result gives some of the properties of H n .x
PROPOSITION 15. Assume that d / 0 for i s 1, . . . , m and l G m. Theni
 .  .  . T  .i H n q 1 s H n C s C H n .x x l l x
 .  . T  .ii H n q 2 s C H n C .x l x l
 .  . Tr  .iii H n q 2 r s C H n C r.x l x l
 .  . Tn  .  . niv H n s C H 0 s H 0 C .x l x x l
 .  . Tr  .  . rv H n q r s C H n s H n C .x l x x l
 .  .vi For each integer n, H n is of rank m. Here C is the companionx l
matrix of the polynomial
m
lym y2p jD l ly1iP z s z z y e s z q c z q ??? qc , .  . 1 l
is1
 .defined in 3.3 .
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 .  .vii Assume that l ) m, then for each n G 0, H n is singular of rankx
  ..  U lym.m and N H n s N C s span of columns of G, wherex l
T
c c ??? 1 0 0 ??? 0m my1
0 c c ??? 1 0 ??? 0m my1
G s . 4.4 .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
0 ??? 0 0 c c ??? 1m my1
 .  .  .Proof. Parts i ] vi follow directly from Theorem 8. To show vii we
 .have H n is of rank at least m since the principal m = m submatrix ofx
 .  m < < 2 y 2p jn D i .H n has nonzero determinant given by  d ex is 1 i
< < 2 y2 p jD1 y2 p jD m.   ..  .V e , . . . , e , and thus N H n is l y m -dimensional.x
 .  .Clearly H n G s 0 and G is of full rank l y m, thus H n is of rank mx x
  ..and N H n is of dimension l y m. The relationship between the matri-x
w xces G and C is described as follows. Let G s g g ??? g , thenl mq1 mq2 l
CU g s g , for i s m q 1, m q 2, . . . , l y 1 and CU g s 0. The lastl i iq1 l l
equation implies that the null space of CU is contained in the null space ofl
 . U lymH n . It can easily be noticed that C g s 0, i s m q 1, . . . , l. There-x l i
 U lym.   ..   ..  .fore N C ; N H n . Since N H n is l y m -dimensional, itl x x
 U lym.   ..follows that N C s N H n . Q.E.D.l x
 .Note that Proposition 15 is a generalization of Theorem 8 in that H nx
 .need not be invertible. It follows from i of the last result that the
frequency estimation problem reduces to that of solving the generalized
 .eigenvalue problem, i.e., to determine a matrix Q such that H n q 1 sx
 .H n QS, where S is upper triangular. If the matrix S is chosen so that thex
first m diagonal elements are nonzero, then Q can be partitioned accord-
w x  .ingly as Q s Q Q , where Q is l = m and Q is l = l y m . Here the1 2 1 2
column spaces of Q and Q span the signal and noise subspaces. Let1 2
w ly1 xT  U .y1 U UZ s 1, Z ??? Z , then Z s Q Q Q Q Z and hence Z Z si i i i 1 1 1 1 i i i
U  U .y1 U U  U .y1 UZ Q Q Q Q Z or l s Z Q Q Q Q Z , for i s 1, . . . , m. Thisi 1 1 1 1 i i 1 1 1 1 i
 . U  U .y1 U  .implies that h z s l y Z Q Q Q Q Z s 0 if and only if p z s1 1 1 1
m  y2 p jD i. w x  . z y e s 0. In the MUSIC algorithm 8 , 1rh z is plotted withis1
z on the unit circle and its maxima are observed which correspond to the
w x  .location at the frequencies. In ROOT-MUSIC 11 , the zeros of h z are
computed and the frequencies are chosen among those that are close to
the unit circle.
An alternative way of applying the results of Section III is by considering
the equation
l l l
b y k y i q 1 s b x k y i q 1 q b ¨ k y i q 1 , 4.5a .  .  .  .  i i i
is0 is0 is0
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l i  . m  yj 2p kD i r N .where  b z s q z  z y e , for some polynomial q ofis0 i is0
degree l y m.
l  .Note that  b x k y i q 1 s 0 by Lemma 3 and thereforeis0 i
l l
b y k y i q 1 s b ¨ k y i q 1 . 4.5b .  .  . i i
is0 is0
 . U  .Multiplying both sides of 4.5b by y k y j q 1 and taking expectation
yields
l
UE b y k y i q 1 y k y j q 1 .  . i
is0
l
Us E b ¨ k y i q 1 y k y j q 1 . .  . i
is0
 . w  . U  .xAssuming the signal y k is stationary, i.e., E y k y i q 1 y k y j q 1
 .  .  .s r j y i , and since x k and ¨ k are uncorrelated, we obtainy
l l
Ub r i y j s E b ¨ k y i q 1 y k y j q 1 .  .  . i y i
is0 is0
l l
2 2s b s j y i s s b d j y i .  . i ¨ ¨ i ¨
is0 is0
for j s 1, . . . , l. Arranging these equations into a matrix form yields
R b s s 2 b,y ¨
w  .x 2where R s r i y j . Hence s is an eigenvalue of R of multiplicityy y ¨ y
l y m with corresponding eigenvector b. Since R is Hermitian, there arey
m y l orthogonal eigenvectors b , . . . , b corresponding to s 2. In themq 1 l ¨
T wnoiseless case, b Z s 0, for r s m q 1, . . . , l, where Z s 1 z ???r i i i
ly1 xT   .. l Tz . Hence 1r l y m  b Z s 0 and therefore for high SNRi rsmq1 r i
 .   .. l Tthe z are zeros of the polynomial g z s 1r l y m  b Z.i rsmq1 r
Another way of recovering the z 's is by noting that in the noise-freei
case, ZU b bUZ s 0 for i s m q 1, . . . , l and r s 1, . . . , m. Hence the z 'sr i i r i
 .can be obtained by solving for the zeros of the functions f z s
l ZU b bUZ and choose those which are closest to the unit circle.ismq1 i i
 .  . w xBoth f z and g z have l zeros and it is shown in 12 that for high SNR
only m zeros are close to the unit circle and the other l y m are inside the
unit circle.
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V. APPLICATIONS TO MATRICES
The results of Sections II and III can be applied to determine a factor of
the characteristic polynomial of a given matrix. To establish this let A be
an l = l matrix with eigenvalues z , . . . , z of multiplicities k , . . . , k ,1 m 1 m
respectively. There exists a similarity matrix Q such that Qy1AQ s D s
 4diag J , J , . . . , J , where J is a Jordan block for the eigenvalue z of1 2 m i i
w xdimension k 2 ,i
z 1 0 0 ??? 0i
0 z 1 0 ??? 0J s . 5.1 .ii . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0 0 0 ??? 0 zi
Note that for each positive integer n,
nn nn ny1 ny2 nyk q1iz z z ??? zi i i i /  / k y 1 /1 2 i
n nJ s . 5.2 .nn ny1 nyk q2i i0 z z ??? zi i i / k y 2 /1 i
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
n0 0 0 ??? zi
n n y1  n n. y1Therefore, A s QD Q s Q diag J , . . . , J Q which implies that1 m
n m  . neach element of A is of the form  d n z for some polynomialsis1 i i
  .4md n each of degree at most k y 1. This observation can be utilizedi is1 i
to determine a factor of the characteristic polynomial of A as shown in the
next result which follows directly from Theorem 8.
THEOREM 16. Let A be an l = l matrix with characteristic polynomial
 . m  .k i  4m n w n.x i jp z s  z y z , for some k . Let A s a and define U sis1 i j js1 i j n
an. for 1 F i, j F l. Let K be the largest integer such that the matrixi j
n. nq1. nqKy1.a a ??? ai j i j i j
nq1. nq2. nqK .n. a a ??? aH s 5.3i j i j i j  .i j , K . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
nqKy1. nqK . nq2 Ky2.a a ??? ai j i j i j
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is nonsingular for each positi¨ e integer n. Then
nqK .y1 ai jn. nq1. nqKy1. cKa a ??? ai j i j i j nqKq1.a ci jnq1. nq2. nqK . Ky1a a ??? a s y ,i j i j i j ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..nqKy1. nqK . nq2 Ky2.a a ??? ai j i j i j cnq2 Ky1. 1ai j
5.4 .
 . K Ky1  .  n.where p z s z q c z q ??? qc N p z . Additionally, if U s tr A ,i j 1 K n
m  .then the resulting polynomial is  z y z .is1 i
 .A consequence of the last result is that if q z is the least common
 .  .  .multiple of the polynomials p z for 1 F i, j F l, then q z N p z . It cani j
 .be shown that q z is in fact the minimal polynomial for the matrix A.
One can view this theorem as an element-wise generalization of the
Cayley]Hamilton Theorem for matrices.
 . Note that for 1 F i, j F l, the polynomial p z is a factor of and mayi j
.  .not be equal to p z , the characteristic polynomial of A. It is shown in
Theorem 9 that a Hankel matrix of finite rank can be generated using
 .powers of a companion matrix C of p z . These powers can be utilized to
implement a numerical method for computing the least common multiple,
 .  .  .q z , of two polynomials, p z and p z . In this case let C and C be1 2 1 2
 .  .the companion matrices of p z and p z , respectively, and define1 2
n. U  n n.U s e a C q a C e for some a , a g C. Then Theorem 8 guar-i j i 1 1 2 2 j 1 2
 .antees that this sequence yields the polynomial q z for almost all a / 01
and a / 0. Similarly, each element of the Hadamard product of C n and2 1
C n generates a factor of the polynomial whose zeros are all the distinct2
possible products of the zeros of the two polynomials.
To illustrate some of the results proposed in previous sections we
present the following two examples.
EXAMPLE 1. For simplicity we consider the 2 = 2 matrix
3 1
2 2
A s .1 3
2 2
 4`To implement the results of Theorem 8, a sequence U must ben ns1
1 n nn 1 q 2 y1 q 2w xdetermined. It can be verified that A s . If we set U sn n n2 y1 q 2 1 q 2
an. s 1 q 2 n, then for each n G 1,11
y1n nq1 nq21 q 2 1 q 2 1 q 2 y22 s
nq1 nq2 nq3 31 q 2 1 q 2 1 q 2
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 . 2and thus p z s z y 3 z q 2 is the characteristic polynomial of A. If the
sequence U s  an. s 2 nq1 is used, then the resulting polynomial isn i, j i j
 .the factor z y 2 of p z .
 . 2  . .  .EXAMPLE 2. Let p z s z y 3 z q 2 s z y 1 z y 2 and p z s1 2
2 0 y2 0 y6 . . w x w xz y 5z q 6 s z y 2 z y 3 and let C s and C s be com-1 21 q3 1 q5
panion matrices for p and p , respectively. It can be verified that1 2
n. n. n nq1a a11 12 2 y 2 2 y 2nC s s1 n. n. n nq1a a y1 q 2 y1 q 221 22
and
n. n. n n nq1 nq1b b11 12 3 2 y 2 3 3 2 y 2 3 .  .  .  .nC s s .2 n. n. n n nq1 nq1b b y2 q 3 y2 q 321 22
n. n.  .n  .n If the sequence U s a q b s 2 q 2 2 y 2 3 is considered i.e.,n 11 11
.a s a s 1 in Theorem 9 , then for each n G 1,1 2
y1
U U U Un nq1 nq2 nq3
U U U Unq 1 nq2 nq4 nq4
U U U Unq 2 nq3 nq4 nq5
y1n n nq1 nq1 nq2 nq22 q 2 2 y 2 3 2 q 2 2 y 2 3 2 q 2 2 y 2 3 .  .  .  .  .  .
nq 1 nq1 nq2 nq2 nq3 nq3s 2 q 2 2 y 2 3 2 q 2 2 y 2 3 2 q 2 2 y 2 3 .  .  .  .  .  .
nq 2 nq2 nq3 nq3 nq4 nq42 q 2 2 y 2 3 2 q 2 2 y 2 3 2 q 2 2 y 2 3 .  .  .  .  .  .
nq 3 nq32 q 2 2 y 2 3 .  . 6
nq 4 nq4 s ,y112 q 2 2 y 2 3 .  .
6nq 5 nq52 q 2 2 y 2 3 .  .
 . 3which yields the coefficients of the least common multiple p z s z y
2  . . .  .  .6 z q 11 z y 6 s z y 1 z y 2 z y 3 of p z and p z . This verifies1 2
the conclusion of Theorem 9.
VI. CONCLUSION
Our goal has been to bring together some results in the theory of
Hankel matrices of finite rank and polynomials. Attention should be
directed to developing numerically more efficient methods to implement
the results of this work. Our hope is that this work may represent a small
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contribution to the classical theory as well as a basis for understanding the
nature of zeros of polynomials. It should be mentioned that these results
can be extended to develop numerical schemes for root finding and
factorization of polynomials as well as efficient methods for solving the
frequency estimation and sensor array processing problems.
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